delfort leads the way for the future with specialty
papers
delfort, the global innovation leader in the development, manufacturing and
distribution of specialty and functional papers has steadily made a name for
itself in the industry since its founding in 2006. The company produces the
highest quality tailor-made specialty papers with extraordinary functionality,
sustainability and performance.
There is a good chance that you are finding a product made by delfort just around you.
If you unpack your food, learn from the leaflet of a healthcare product, or unwrap your
newly purchased fashion-piece from its eco-packaging. The numerous applications of
delfort‘s functional and specialty papers are a fixture in daily life. Some of them are
even unseen, like the insulation papers for submarine cables or separators in your
lithium-ion battery of your vehicle.
delfort is a recognized partner for blue chip customers in more than 100 countries in the
pharmaceutical, label, tobacco and food industries. This includes a product range of
more than 1,500 paper grades. In 2021, delfort, headquartered in Austria, achieved a
consolidated turnover of around EUR 909 million.
Worldwide and by your side
delfort’s core philosophy of creative collaboration, a focus on innovation and best
practices and its diverse team of around 3,100 employees globally empowers the
company to develop tomorrow’s pioneering paper today. Headquartered in Austria, the
privately-owned company proudly runs six paper production facilities across Austria,
Hungary, Czech Republic, Finland, and Vietnam; seven sales offices in France, China,
USA, Germany, Italy, Hong Kong, and the UK; and seven paper converting facilities in
the USA, Mexico, Bulgaria, Germany, Malaysia, and China. Each of delfort’s paper
mills and paper converting plants are operating the most modern assets and state-ofthe-art machinery with the best available technology.
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Sustainable and responsible
delfort proactively pursues its vision to drive change in the specialty paper industry,
setting an example for sustainable products, manufacturing processes and supply
chains. With a set of sustainability goals 2030 which are aligned with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals delfort has a clear roadmap to make the circular
economy become an everyday reality. Being a signatory to the UN Global Compact,
the company is committed to taking a responsible, principle-based approach to
addressing the Compact’s Ten Principles. In 2020, delfort was awarded a gold medal
by EcoVadis for our outstanding achievements in the areas of Environment, Labor &
Human Rights, Ethics and Sustainable Procurement. Ranked in the top 5% of all
75.000 companies rated annual by EcoVadis, this recognition reinforces delfort‘s
presence as a highly sustainable supplier for clients.
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